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Installing a 'Rotating Display'

1 This is a rough guidance based on cables floor to ceiling

However; Full fitting instructions will be supplied with display - hence - treat this as purely guidance!

2 Ceiling Cables - They will need to be attached - the correct distance between them is the actual crossbar 

being supplied, just measure the distance of the crossbar

3 Ceiling Cables - Attach both connectors to the ceiling, now connect the cables to the ceiling connector

Ceiling Cables - Now using a plumb bob, mark both cable positions to the floor

Ceiling Cables - Now connect the floor connectors to the floor

Ceiling Cables - Now attach the cables to the floor connectors

The floor connectors have a tension spring within them, tighten this but, don't over tighten!

(Of course you may need to cut off some unwanted cable - take your time doing this)

4 Next offer up the top profile of the rotating Display. This is the heavier of the 2 and has the controls on one

end cap. There are sockets on the front face for the lights, turn these to be towards the window

5 Having removed the 4 screws from the fixings, locate the profile between the rods and tighten with the 

screws. Make sure the profile is both level and at a height that will allow you to add the property details

6 Offer up the lower profile in the same way as the upper profile

7 Now attach the property document holders accordingly - additional fitting instructions will be supplied!

8 Now its time to add the transformer

Ideally the 'Transformer' should be fitted into the ceiling void - see above picture

Why? - well it hides it, plus, makes the whole display fitting look very professional

9 The 'Transformer" normally has wings on either side, these have small holes for a screw connection

10 Once the 'Transformer' are securely connected to the ceiling area….

11 Now connect the RC15 supports provided - these connect to the top of the cable or rod ceiling connection

12 Once they are connected to the ceiling / rods………..

Now using the transformer cables, connect to the RC15 supports

13 All that is required now is setting the timer + adding your documents
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Back-Lit Paper or Film

  Back-Lit Paper or Film

1. Yes you could use standard paper and print colour images

2. However; standard paper is not designed to have a bright light to shine through it

3. So, what's the solution?

Solution

We offer Back-Lit "Paper" 120gsm + 135gsm - and - We also offer Back-Lit "Film" 125gsm + 160gsm

Choice 1

Product Name: Back Lit Paper 120gsm

Website Ref: PAPER

Details:

Majority of clients use this product due to the cost-effective price

Paper is Brilliant White Gloss on both-sides, creating a high gloss image which works well, both day and night

Choice 2

Product Name: Back Lit Paper 135gsm

Website Ref: PAPER135

Details:

Choice 2 is the same as choice 1 but, slightly higher in cost due to the paper density 135gsm

Choice 3

Product Name: Back Lit Film 125gsm

Website Ref: FILM-125gsm

Details:

Film allows more light to penetrate through it, hence, highlights your printed graphic thus a  'Very Bright Finish'

This film is also known as the "Silver Medal Choice" (milky coating on both-sides)

Choice 4

Product Name: Back Lit Film 160gsm

Website Ref: FILM-160gsm

Details:

Film allows more lots of light to penetrate through it - thus - 'Ultra Bright Finish'

This film is also known as the "Gold Medal Choice" (milky coating on 1x side and Glass finish on the other side)
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